Abstract -We analyse the convergence of the actual properties of finite subwavelength metamaterial samples where all the prerequisites for a reliable effective medium description, except for the finite size, are fulfilled, towards the effective medium predictions. We show that the convergence is rather slow and it is likely that hundreds of thousands of individual meta-atoms must be assembled together before the properties of the resulting structure can be claimed to correspond to those a bulk material. These observations are directly relevant for practical design of metamaterials and their future development.
I. INTRODUCTION
All the most important claims in metamaterial research, that being either negative refraction with associated perfect lensing, or cloaking and optical transformation [1] , or non-reciprocity [2] , or nonlinerarity [3] , were made exploiting a reference to their effective material parameters. It is then known that a number of precautions [4] must be observed before such parameters are reliably introduced [5, 6] , and most of those precautions are, although still not widely followed, are well established [7] . And yet there is still an aspect which has been deprived of sufficient attention so far albeit having a core practical relevance: the peculiar features of finite samples of metamaterials, that is, all the practically relevant designs. We have previously demonstrated an important distinction between the theoretically predicted parameters and the actual properties of finite samples [8, 9] . In this contribution, we offer a further physical insight into that distinction, studying the properties of highly symmetric metamaterial structures where all other effects but finites size are excluded, and analyse the slow convergence of their properties towards the effective medium predictions as the size of the samples grows.
II. COMPARISON OF THE FINITE METAMATERIAL SPHERES TO EFFECTIVE MEDIUM PREDICTIONS
For a finite system under a given excitation, the induced currents and hence the magnetisation can be calculated directly [10] taking all the mutual interactions between the loops into account. To exclude the shape effects as much as possible, we use the most simple shape of metamaterial samples, which is a sphere. We consider a series of metamaterial samples having a cubic lattice, truncated to a shape as close to a sphere as possible for a given size. The two different possibilities, arising from the structure of a cubic sample, are the flat and ragged options [9] . Clearly, for small spheres with just a few unit cells along the diameter the shape is remarkably ragged, however larger spheres (starting from around 10 lattice constants in diameter) appear reasonably smooth overall.
Imposing a uniform time-varying magnetic field along one of the axes of the structure, we evaluate the magnetisation along the same axis, the results presented in Fig. 1 . Small discrete samples show remarkable deviations and less trivial frequency dependence with some extra resonances, however convergence towards the continuous model improves with size and becomes a clear trend for sizes above 10, and the results for the spheres of 15 and larger appear quite similar to each other; initially ragged configuration shows somewhat better convergence compared to a flat one. Even so, there is still a difference between large discrete spheres and the continuous one, which may be attributed to the effect of the elements closest to the boundary, which do not form a perfect spherical surface but a corrugated one, with the spherical approximation becoming increasingly good with size. While we have no computational tools to calculate much larger samples, we hypothesise that eventually the difference between a discrete sphere and a continuous one can be eliminated to good precision. For a quantitative insight into the convergence towards the the effective medium predictions, we analyse the difference between the frequency of the resonance of the magnetic polarisability, observed for finite spheres, and the resonance predicted with the effective medium theory [11] for a bulk material with the corresponding metaatoms and lattice parameters (Fig. 2) . Note that the theoretical calculation for the uniaxial structure [11] is still valid for each of the tensorial components in the analogous isotropic one. For anisotropic samples with uniaxially oriented rings, the convergence is particularly clear, revealing an inverse proportionality between the size and the frequency offset. Importantly, the same trend is observed for a low-loss anisotropic structure, where the data are much more scattered but are best fitted with a very similar dependence. With the isotropic samples, the initially ragged spheres show a great similarity to the anisotropic case, whereas the initially flat ones indeed demonstrated a somewhat slower convergence. With the low-loss isotropic cases, the inverse proportionality is less convincing, however we assume that in these cases the size is still too small to make a reliable analysis.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The effects outlined above are particularly prominent in metamaterials with strongly interacting elements [12] , such as those based on ring resonators. It also appears that having a resonance is essential for boundary effects to spread through the structure. Indeed, as opposed to resonant metamaterials, response of artificial diamagnetics of finite size and discrete structure is in a good agreement with the effective medium predictions. Our conclusions [13] are likely to be applicable in a wide frequency range and for many specific designs, so these results may have severe implications for practical development of metamaterials. 
